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Abstract
Examining the Impact of Standardized Fine Motor Activity Selection on Various Fine
Motor Skills in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
By Cheyenne L. Dong
Advised by Ada Celeste Harvey, Ph. D.

Many children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) demonstrate deficits in fine
motor skills, requiring therapies to help improve their performance of a variety of
self-care, daily living, and academic skills. Research in the occupational therapy
literature suggests several methods of assessing and teaching fine motor skills and
represents an area that is understudied in the applied behavior analysis research.
The two disciplines may offer a complementary approach to targeting emerging
skills, shaping desired responses in naturalistic contexts, and reinforcing
participation. This study aimed to examine the impact of occupational therapyrecommended activities on fine motor skills by blending the occupational therapy
perspective of targeting skill development with the applied behavior analysis
perspective of utilizing naturalistic environmental teaching. Researchers required
children with ASD to complete activities targeting specific fine motor skill areas
based on assessment results, based on recommendations of an occupational
therapist. In the end, two out of three participants experienced improvement in fine
motor skills in contrived and naturalistic contexts, as assessed by behavioral
observation and standardized assessments.
Keywords: fine motor, naturalistic environmental teaching, collaboration
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder characterized
by impairments in communication and socialization paired with restricted,
repetitive behaviors (Lord, 2010). Some examples of symptoms of ASD include:
(a) delays in expressive language, (b) lack of eye contact, (c) use of unusual
intonation when speaking, (d) deficits in play and motor imitation, (e) repetitive
physical motions (e.g., hand-flapping, body rocking, etc.), and (f) restricted and
repetitive interests. Research in applied behavior analysis primarily targets these
core diagnostic areas; however, another area that warrants greater attention in the
literature involves teaching fine motor skills to children with ASD. Many children
who lack fine motor skills struggle in a variety of other domains, such as
academics, self-care, and activities of daily living. For instance, a child with
difficulty grasping would have difficulty buttoning clothing or holding a crayon
properly to color. Children who experience these challenges may benefit from the
combined disciplines of occupational therapy and applied behavior analysis.
The opportunity for collaboration between the disciplines of occupational
therapy and behavior analysis presents unique possibilities for selecting and

teaching developmentally appropriate skills. For instance, occupational therapists
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possess expertise in determining necessary skills to teach based on a child’s age,
disability, and developmental norms. Experienced practitioners in behavior analysis
may assist by operationally defining targets to teach, selecting potential reinforcers
and determining a schedule of reinforcement, and planning for systematic fading of
prompts to foster greater independence. In addition, behavior analysts can provide
occupational therapists with evidence-based techniques to decrease the rates of
problem behavior during client sessions. A review of the literature reflects limited
research articles that emphasize the strengths of occupational therapy and applied
behavior analysis in a combined approach to address skill acquisition.
In this paper, first presented is an overview of fine motor skills, and their
importance to early learners, and the need for collaboration between the fields of
occupational therapy and applied behavior analysis (ABA) to better support direct
teaching of skills. Second, different treatment methods utilized in occupational
therapy (OT) are discussed. This is followed by a discussion on the treatment
methods utilized in ABA, including prompt fading procedures deemed typical for
fine motor skill acquisition protocols. Specifically, a description of studies
supporting OT prescribed treatments for the improvement of fine motor skills is
given. Finally, a model of assessment and treatment to teach fine motor skills to
children with ASD in naturalistic settings is introduced.

Research on Impaired Fine Motor Skills in Children with
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ASD
Fine motor skills can be defined as small physical movements that require
usage of smaller muscles of specific body parts; such as the hands, fingers, and
tongue. Some examples of areas of fine motor skills include in-hand manipulation
(e.g, Crumpling a piece of paper, picking up multiple items at a time, moving an
item from the palm of the hand to the fingers), visual-motor integration (e.g.,
sorting activities, catching a ball, filling up a bucket with sand), and sequential
finger opposition (e.g., making the “ok” sign, holding an eating or writing utensil
correctly, using tweezers to pick up objects) (Ohl et al., 2013). Fine motor skills are
a prerequisite for a variety of adaptive daily living skills, self-care, and academics
(MacDonald, Lord, & Ulrich, 2013). Each child needs to be able to physically
perform a task before they can learn how to do the task. For instance, writing skills
require strength and dexterity to hold a crayon or pencil correctly, and fine motor
movements of the fingers are necessary to help children tie their shoes and button
clothing. In addition, a study conducted by Ming, Brimacombe, and Wagner (2007)
examined a group of 154 children to determine motor deficits that were most
common among children with ASD. Following hypotonia, motor apraxia, or
inability to perform a motor skill or movement despite having high motivation to
do so, was the second most common motor deficit among children with ASD.

When experiencing fine motor skill deficits, clients may be referred to an
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occupational therapist for treatment (Ohl et al., 2013). However, behavior analytic
practitioners often provide behavioral consultation to children with disabilities who
also have deficits in fine motor skills and may be able to effectively collaborate
with occupational therapists to enhance children’s skill development.
In a longitudinal group comparison study conducted by Travers and
colleagues (2017), the authors assessed fine motor skills for 12 years at
approximately two-and-a-half-year intervals to determine if manual motor abilities,
or fine motor skills, can be predictive of concurrent or future adaptive daily living
skills. The study included 90 individuals with ASD and 56 typically developing
individuals (ages 5 to 40 years). Researchers conducted assessments examining
hand grip strength, finger tapping, and adaptive daily living skills, all three of
which involve the usage of fine motor movements of the hand. To measure hand
grip strength, the researchers used a hand dynamometer, which allowed researchers
to numerically convert hand grip strength into kilograms. To measure finger
tapping, participants were instructed to tap their index fingers from both hands on
either a manual or electronic finger tapping board for a duration of 10 s. Lastly, the
investigators administered the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VABS;
Sparrow & Cicchetti, 1989) Parent Rating Forms to measure adaptive functioning.
Specifically, the daily living section of the VABS was utilized. It must be noted
that the VABS is a standardized parent-report measure; therefore, results can

potentially be skewed or biased. The researchers also included standardized
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intelligence tests to serve as a parameter for comparison between diagnosed and
undiagnosed participants regarding intelligence scores and observed performance
of fine motor skills. Specifically, participants diagnosed with ASD were directly
compared in fine motor skills to participants undiagnosed with ASD who scored
similarly in intelligence scores.
For the first intelligence test, the participant completed either the
Differential Abilities Scales (Elliott, 1990), the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children (3rd ed.) (WISC; Wechsler, 1991), or the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (3rd ed.) (WAIS; Wechsler, 1997). The type of intelligence test utilized was
highly dependent on the age and the communication skills of the participant. For
the second intelligence test, the two-subtest version of the Weschler Abbreviated
Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechsler, 1999) was utilized. Ultimately, results
indicated that hand grip strength, finger tapping, and adaptive daily skills were
underdeveloped in children with ASD as they aged when compared to typically
developing children (Travers et al., 2017). While the study did not test a wide range
of fine motor skills, the study utilized what the researchers believed to be the
fundamental basics of fine motor skills by incorporating quantitative measures of
performance, specifically concerning hand grip strength and finger tapping.
Overall, this study showed that delays in fine motor skills in young children with
ASD represent a relevant concern, and that deficits observed early, persisted later in

childhood. Although the objectives of the study only focused on assessment of
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skills, the authors’ findings suggest the need for interventions to improve fine
motor skills to better prepare children who fall behind in areas of self-care, daily
living, and academic performance.
Another study conducted by Lopata and colleagues (2007) utilized a smaller
sample size than Travers and colleagues (2017) to specifically examine the fine and
gross motor skills in boys diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome (AS). It was
theorized that boys diagnosed with AS would have significant deficits in fine
motor, gross motor, and visuomotor skills when compared to the population
estimates given by the Bruininks-Osteresky Test of Motor Proficiency (Bruininks,
1978). Meanwhile, it was also predicted that a significant correlation would be
found between fine motor and visuomotor skills along with gross motor and
visuomotor skills. The participants included 17 boys between the ages of 6 and 13
years. All participants were accepted and enrolled in a summer social skills
treatment program, which did not target motor skills for treatment. To be enrolled
in the social skills treatment program, all participants needed to go through a
detailed and lengthy application process, requiring further examination of each
participant’s diagnosis and development/social history. For this reason, none of the
participants had a significant cognitive deficit, nor did they have any
developmental language delays. For fine and gross motor control assessments, the
Bruininks-Osertesky Test of Motor Proficiency (Bruininks, 1978) was utilized

since its usage is common clinically. Gross motor control included four subtests:
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(a) running speed and agility, (b) balance, (c) bilateral coordination, and (d)
strength. Meanwhile, fine motor control included three subtests: (a) response speed,
(b) visuomotor control, and (c) upper-limb speed and dexterity. Only one subtest
was utilized for coordination, which was upper limb coordination. For general
visuomotor skills, the Beery-Buktencia Developmental Test of Visual-Motor
Integration (Beery & Beery, 2004) was used, which required the participants to
replicate 24 geometric shapes (each one increased in difficulty). All motor
assessments were conducted by a licensed occupational therapist in either a group
or individual format. Ultimately, the results supported the hypotheses made by
Lopata and colleagues (2007). Not only did boys diagnosed with AS display
significant deficits in fine motor, gross motor, and visuomotor skills, but
correlations were found to exist between fine motor and visuomotor skills as well
as gross motor and visuomotor skills. In addition, there was also a lack of
significant difference between fine motor and gross motor skills. While the results
found by Lopata and colleagues (2007) strongly support the need for intervention
among children with ASD, the study’s sample size is still considerably smaller
compared to Travers and colleagues (2012). The sample also only included one
sex. For this reason, the generalizability of results to the population of concern
could be questioned. However, it must be noted that these results are very
interesting when considering that these participants showed no cognitive or

language deficits, indicating that fine motor deficits are not just common among
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children diagnosed with severe cases of ASD.
In an additional study conducted by MacDonald, Lord, and Ulrich (2013),
the relationship between motor skills and adaptive behavior was examined. This
included an adaptive behavior composite, daily living, adaptive social, and adaptive
communicative skills. A group of 233 young children diagnosed with ASD and
non-ASD (non-ASD developmentally delayed) between the ages of 19-49 months
participated, all from various university-funded clinics and locations. To assess
both developmental level and motor skills (gross and fine), the Mullen Scales of
Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995) was utilized. The MSEL incorporates five
separate subscales: (a) gross motor, (b) fine motor, (c) visual reception (nonverbal
problem solving), (d) receptive language, and (e) expressive language. To measure
adaptive skills, the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, 2nd ed. (Vineland-II;
Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Balla, 2005) was utilized, examining communication, daily
living skills, social skills, and fine and gross motor development. Ultimately, this
measure was used to determine an individual’s adaptive behavior composite score,
daily living score, adaptive social score, and adaptive communicative skills score.
Once more, it must be noted that the Vineland-II is a standardize parent-report
measure, so results from this measure could potentially be skewed or biased.
MacDonald and colleagues (2013) used a multiple regression analysis to better
assess the relationships between motor scores and adaptive behavior. In the end, it

was found that both fine and gross motor skills were predictors of adaptive
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behavior, including social and communicative skills. MacDonald and colleagues
(2013) use these results to better support their argument for more inclusion of
treatment of motor skills in early intervention. Furthermore, they point for future
research to examine how improving motor skills can perhaps lead to improvements
in adaptive social and communication skills.

Instructional Methods for Teaching Fine Motor Skills in
Behavior Analysis
At the researcher’s current place of practice, fine motor skills are taught
according to learner specific programs (LSPs). LSP documents describe how
various skill acquisition programs should be implemented. Information included
involves mastery criteria, types of prompt and prompt fading procedures, error
correction procedures, and reinforcement strategies. LSPs are typically written for
programs that require Discrete Trial Training (DTT), which is a type of teacher-led
instruction involving the rapid presentations of teaching trials. During DTT, a
therapist presents a cue, such as the prompt, “Touch your nose like this.” Prompts
are provided as needed for the client to respond correctly, followed by
reinforcement in the form of verbal praise, an edible, or access to a preferred item.
If the client engages in an incorrect response, the therapist will deliver error

correction as described in the LSP. If the student is in the process of acquiring a
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skill, the therapist will provide the appropriate prompt, such as waiting 3 s before
guiding the child’s index finger to touch his nose. All these components comprise a
single trial, and each trial is typically repeated a set number of times, e.g., five or
10 total trials. After the presentation of a trial, there is 1 to 5-s pause before the
presentation of the next cue. This is known as the inter-trial interval (Smith, 2001).
DTT provides a client with many opportunities to learn in a format that is
individualized, well operationally defined, and measurable for the client. According
to Smith (2001), DTT is beneficial for teaching new behaviors, including motor
skills, such as cutting paper with scissors.
For many children with ASD who have difficulty performing fine motor
skills, simple acquisition tasks are difficult to complete without additional
prompting procedures. These procedures may involve repeated instructions,
coupled with directing the client’s hands to the correct placement, and gradually
reducing assistance as the child improves his or her performance of the skills.
Using DTT, a therapist provides prompts to decrease the amount of errors the client
is likely to make (errorless teaching), which thereby lessens the risk of the client
engaging in disruptive behavior (Fentress & Lerman, 2012). Disruptive behavior
during clinical sessions may include stereotypy, which is defined as repetitive
behavior with no apparent function other than for automatic stimulation.
Stereotypic behavior has different topographies, including vocal and motor
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(Shawler & Miguel, 2015). High rates of stereotypy can significantly interfere with

skill acquisition along with social development. Typical intervention for stereotypy
includes response blocking and redirection (Shawler & Miguel, 2015). With DTT,
the rapid trials combined with prompting can be used to interrupt stereotypic
behavior and redirect, or prompt, the individual to engage in a more appropriate
activity or behavioral response. For example, if the individual is engaging in
stereotypy in the form of hand flapping, then the therapist implementing DTT could
block the behavior and redirect, or prompt, the client to complete a teaching trial, in
which the client must cut out a square with scissors.
Prompt types include: (a) modeling, (b) vocal, (c) gestural, (d) altering
nonverbal/non-vocal antecedent stimuli, and (e) physical guidance (Leaf, Leaf,
Taubman, McEachin, & Delmolino, 2013). The type of prompt used depends on
both the learner’s individual preferences and previous learning history, and the skill
being acquired. For example, it is more appropriate to use a vocal prompt for the
target, “What is your name?” rather than a physical prompt. At the same time, if the
learner emits more errors with a vocal prompt, then other prompting strategies may
be utilized, such as using non-vocal stimuli (e.g., textual prompts). Prompts are
initially used in programs to aid a client in acquiring a skill; however, the goal of
most programs is to prepare the client to respond to discriminative stimuli
independent of a prompt. For this reason, prompt fading strategies have been
developed to ensure this goal is met.

Common prompt fading strategies include progressive time delay (PTD),
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constant time delay (CTD), graduated guidance, flexible prompt fading (FPF), least
to most (LTM) and most to least (MTL; Leaf et al., 2016). The type of prompt
fading strategy used is dependent on the skill being acquired, but more so on the
learner. Prompt types and prompt fading strategies can be easily combined to create
a prompting procedure that is most effective for a client. For example, Soluaga,
Leaf, Taubam, McEachin, and Leaf (2008) utilized physical, gestural, twodimensional (2D; or visual), positional, and field reduction prompting in
combination with either FPF or CTD. In addition, Leaf et al. (2016) combined
vocal prompting with both MTL and FPF strategies. For teaching fine motor skills
through DTT, acquisition programs typically use MTL physical prompting for the
researcher’s clients (Libby, Weiss, Bancroft, & Ahearn, 2008). MTL physical
prompting first includes a most intrusive prompt, such as hand-over-hand
prompting, and then gradual removal of assistance to a least intrusive prompt level,
such as a gestural prompt. A hierarchy of prompt intrusiveness is determined based
on the learner’s needs and history. While the purpose of MTL physical prompting
is to prevent the client from making more errors than necessary, most to least
physical prompting also has two main potential limitations.
First, fine motor skills typically require usage of the fingers and hands,
which are relatively fragile parts of the body in both children and adults. Due to the
pressure being placed on a client’s fingers and hands to prompt the proper
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movement, the therapist must use technical precision to shape the correct response.
In some cases, this is more difficult. For instance, if children stiffen their hands or
fingers to resist physical prompts, engage in problem behavior (such as tantrums,
self-injury, or aggression), or exhibit low muscle tone, requiring the therapist to
provide full guidance to execute skilled movements; then both therapist and client
may experience difficulty with prompting the desired movement. For example, a

study conducted by Wilder and colleagues (2012) examined to increase compliance
in four preschool-aged children by adjusting three-step prompting procedures,
which typically consists of instruction followed by model followed by physical
guidance to complete the instruction. To adjust three-step prompting, Wilder and
colleagues (2012) utilized two-step prompting, which excluded the usage of a
model prompt. Ultimately, for two of the children, compliance did not increase.
Instead, during 2-step prompting, children were more likely to engage in problem
behavior. It was hypothesized that the two children were engaging in avoidance
behavior to avoid being physically prompted. Research in behavior analysis is
needed to further examine this concern. Functional analyses have previously been
used to determine the function of various problem behaviors (Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer,
Bauman, & Richman, 1994), but a functional analysis exposing a client to various
types of prompts (including MTL physical) to comply with demands could be an
interesting step towards addressing the previously mentioned concern.
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A second area of potential concern involves the risk of prompt dependence.
Prompt dependence occurs when a learner waits for an instructor to present a
controlling prompt to perform a task (Cividini-Motta & Ahearn, 2013; Clark &
Green, 2004). An example of this includes a child waiting, with his hand
outstretched to the therapist, to touch his nose after the prompt, “touch your nose
like this.” One potential reason for prompt dependency, as stated by CividiniMotta and Ahearn (2013) involves reinforcement. If a client receives the same
reinforcer for both prompted and independent correct responses while incorrect
responding is placed on extinction or punished (error correction), then the client

may be more prone to becoming prompt dependent. Not only would a reinforcer be
certain for prompted responding, but it also requires less response effort on the part
of the client. For this reason, the authors recommend differential reinforcement
(Cividini-Motta & Ahearn, 2013). However, this explanation may be insufficient.
Another potential factor, specifically for MTL physical prompting, in prompt
dependence includes physical ability. Typically for other skills, prompt dependence
occurs if the client can imitate the prompt to some degree (Fisher, Kodak, &
Moore, 2007). However, with MTL physical prompting, an imitation repertoire is
unnecessary to develop prompt dependence.
A review of the literature revealed two studies that examined the
effectiveness and efficiency of using MTL physical prompting to teach activities
involving fine motor skills. The first study compared MTL physical prompting with

least to most (LTM) physical prompting in instructing five male participants (9 to
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15 years of age) with ASD to build Lego structures (Libby et al., 2008). The
researchers developed four different Lego structures that were randomly assigned
to a specific teaching condition. All Lego structures were rated equal in difficulty
and required eight steps to complete. The base of each structure was highly similar
while other Lego blocks needed for the structures varied in color and shape. In the
first part of the study, the researchers conducted training sessions using either MTL
or LTM forward chaining in an alternating treatments design. During each session,
the researchers first probed the participant’s ability to complete a Lego structure
without prompting or reinforcement before initiating ten training trials. If the
individual completed a step within the Lego building chain independently for two
consecutive responses, then the researchers began treatment on the next step of the
chain. To be counted correct for completing the step, the individual needed to place
the Lego in the correct position at the correct order. If two consecutive errors
occurred, the experimenters provided a more intrusive prompt level. Mastery
criterion for building the overall Lego structure consisted of 100% of correct
responding for all steps of the chain for two consecutive sessions. After reaching
mastery criterion, the researchers tested generalization of skills with a novel
therapist in a novel environment. Results showed that MTL physical prompting
was most effective and efficient for two out of five participants. However, for the
other three participants, MTL and LTM physical prompting produced learning.

The researchers noted that while LTM physical prompting was more efficient in
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terms of number of trials to reach mastery criterion, LTM physical prompting still
resulted in more errors than MTL physical prompting for all five participants. The
researchers hypothesized the efficiency of LTM physical prompting was mostly
due to the participants having more opportunities to respond independently during
training trials (Libby et al., 2008).
The researchers extended the study to also examine the usage of MTL
physical prompting when combined with a 2 s time delay for three individuals (two
of whom participated in Study 1). The procedures for the second part of the study
were identical to the first, except for an additional MTL delayed prompt variable.
The results of the second part of the study indicated that MTL was more efficient
when combined with a time delay. Using MTL with time delay was similar in
efficiency to LTM prompting while being more effective in terms of decreasing
number of errors within a session. While participants made more errors with LTM,
skill acquisition occurred at a rapid pace, demonstrating that skill acquisition
involving fine motor skills may not require the use of MTL. In contrast, increased
exposure to the activity alone combined with trial-and-error learning potentially
resulted in better fine motor skill acquisition than with errorless learning, which
would most likely result in less time exposed to the activity. An extension of the
findings of Libby et al. (2008) might additionally manipulate the number of
teaching trials after assessment probes to determine whether MTL or LTM physical
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prompting could be effective for fine motor skills acquisition. The authors did not
report on the types of errors participants made or whether any of the participants
showed prompt dependency, which could have impacted the efficiency of MTL
physical prompting; and therefore, contribute to evidence supporting one of the
weaknesses of MTL physical prompting.

A second study examining the effectiveness and efficiency of MTL physical
prompting specifically sought to determine the benefit of evaluating the most
effective and efficient prompts for behavioral chains in ten individuals (ages 7 to 20
years) diagnosed with developmental disabilities (Seaver & Bourrett, 2014).
Experiment 1 compared the effectiveness and efficiency of model, physical, and
verbal combined with gestural prompting for the completion of Lego structures. In
Experiment 2, the most effective and efficient prompt type found in Experiment 1
for eight participants was used to further assess what form of prompt fading would
result in skill acquisition of building Lego structures. Finally, in Experiment 3, the
results of both Experiments 1 and 2 were combined and assessed for generalization
of teaching adaptive daily living skills, such as folding clothing and stapling
papers, with five participants. Participants were taught two separate skills. The first
skill was taught using the most efficient prompt type and fading procedure for the
individual, as was determined by both Experiments 1 and 2. Meanwhile, the second
skill was taught using the least efficient prompt type and fading procedure for the
individual, as was determined by both Experiments 1 and 2. The overall results of

the experiments indicated that the researchers were able to individualize prompt
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type and fading procedures, allowing individuals to acquire skills more effectively
and efficiently. Interestingly, the most common effective prompt type amongst the
participants was the model prompt. MTL was neither the most effective nor
efficient prompt fading type for any of the participants assessed. Those who
preferred model prompting either were more receptive to delay or LTM prompt
fading while those who preferred physical prompting responded better to delayed
prompt fading. For one individual, physical prompting combined with MTL was
tested for Experiment 3 since both prompt type and prompt fading procedure were
considered the least effective for him. As expected, the participant did not acquire
the skill with physical prompting combined with MTL.
In comparison to Libby et al. (2008), Seaver and Bourrett (2014) found that
MTL physical prompting was not necessary to teach skills requiring an adept fine
motor repertoire. One potential limitation of Seaver and Bourrett’s (2014) study
was that individuals did not reach mastery criteria using MTL prompt fading for a
step until the individual progressed through all levels of the prompt hierarchy. This
repeated exposure to the prompts may have caused participants to develop some
form of prompt dependency. However, this mastery criterion requirement might
have demonstrated the effects of the usage of stringent MTL prompt fading in
clinical treatment.
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In addition to the drawbacks of using MTL physical prompting in general,
DTT has some disadvantages. One limitation includes issues with generalizing
skills to novel applications, environments, stimuli, and people (Smith, 2001). In
other words, after being taught an activity utilizing DTT, the individual may be
unable to complete the activity if presented outside the context of DTT. Problems

with generalization may result because DTT involves the use of a highly structured
and controlled environment along with specific teacher cues to indicate when to
perform a behavioral response. A combination of these two factors can easily lead
to lack of stimulus generalization for a taught behavioral response. Other
limitations, as noted by Charlop-Christy and Carpenter (2000), involve reliance on
unnatural reinforcers (e.g. a child receiving a piece of candy when he correctly
engages in the response of stacking blocks) whereas such reinforcers are not
typically delivered in the natural environment.

Integrating Occupational Therapy with Applied Behavior
Analysis
When teaching fine motor skills, interventions in occupational therapy
involve using fine motor skill activities in pre-academic and play contexts.
Examples of activities may include: (a) creating a paper craft with scissors for
scissor practice, (b) threading beads to make a necklace to develop in-hand
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manipulation, and (c) using Play-Doh to make a replica of a food dish and “recipe”
for hand strengthening. However, more research is needed to further determine the
relationship between fine motor skills and fine motor skill-related activities.
Suggate, Stoeger, and Pufke (2017) cited three main hypotheses in
occupational therapy regarding fine motor skill improvement: (a) participating in
fine motor skill activities results in an increase in fine motor skills, (b) having a
strong fine motor skill repertoire leads to individuals participating in more fine
motor skill activities if they are readily available, or (c) a combination of both. For
this correlational study, the researchers investigated if high fine motor skills
correlated with high engagement with fine motor activities. The researchers
conducted the Movement-ABC on 225 preschool-aged children to assess their fine
motor skills. This assessment requires children to complete only three tasks,
including putting coins through a coin slot with both the dominant hand and the
non-dominant hand. Each task was assessed for two trials allowing the researchers
to effectively administer the assessment to a large sample group. At the same time,

the researchers administered the Motor Activity Questionnaire (MAQ) to parents to
learn about the kinds of fine motor activities children engaged in at home. The
items on the questionnaire used a 5-point Likert Scale, allowing parents to rate the
frequency their children engaged in certain activities. Examples of activities
included writing letters and drawing symbols, building models, and playing with
medium-sized toys. Ultimately, Suggate, et al. (2017) found a positive correlation

between the two variables. However, because the study does not utilize variable
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manipulation, it is impossible to establish any inferences of causation.
Another study conducted by Ohl et al. (2013) utilized an experimental
approach to investigate the effectiveness of a 10 week Tier 1 Response to
Intervention (RtI) program. RtI involves evidence-based instruction specific to the
academic and behavioral needs of the client. Frequent assessments and monitoring
are used to identify problem areas before intervention as well as to ensure that the
intervention is effective. Meanwhile, the different Tiers of RtI indicates the
intrusiveness of the intervention. In particular, Tier 1 refers to the classroom level,
which is considered to be the least intrusive. For their study, Ohl et al. (2013)
randomly assigned six Kindergarten classrooms to either the intervention group or
the control group. Both groups received pre-assessments and post-assessments for
various fine motor skills, but only the intervention group received RtI for 10 weeks,
which involved 30 min fine motor skill lessons from occupational therapists and
teachers as well as the creation of “fine motor skill centers.” The fine motor skill
centers included different fine motor skill activities with visual aids and
instructions to show children how to perform each fine motor skill activity. At the
beginning of each lesson, the occupational therapists and the teachers modeled how
to perform the activity before allowing students to practice. Occupational therapists
and teachers offered help when needed, while also providing reinforcement for
correct usage of fine motor skills. In the end, the intervention group made

statistically significant improvements in fine motor skills when compared to the
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control group, which statistically decreased in fine motor and visual-motor skills.
The study by Ohl et al. (2013) represents a unique approach to identifying
target areas for teaching skills, and providing instruction based on the children’s
typical skills using a group design. However, participants in the intervention group
showed statistically small improvement in fine motor and visual-motor skills as a
result of a small effect size. The main contributing factors include small sample
size and short study duration. Despite these limiting variables, these findings add to
the results found in Suggate et al.’s (2017) correlational study. With further
analysis of individual performance, it may be possible to directly observe the
impact of the intervention, including specific changes in fine motor skills over
repeated measures. This would allow for stronger support for the RtI program
without heavily relying on statistical measures.
A review of fine motor skills assessment and instruction literature reveals a
potential area for collaboration between occupational therapy and behavior
analysts. One possible method for fine motor skill acquisition involves using fine
motor activities during Naturalistic Environmental Teaching (NET), Incidental
Teaching (IT), or Modified Incidental Teaching Sessions (MITS). In the field of
behavior analysis, research shows that utilizing NET, IT, or MITS along with DTT
allows for greater skill acquisition in clients. Smith (2001), for example,
recommended supplementing DTT with IT to increase generalization and allow

ABA therapists to limit using teacher cues. In addition, Schreibman et al. (2015)
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noted the effects of naturalistic behavioral treatment strategies for encouraging the
development of language skills among children with ASD; examples including
studies conducted by Hart and Risley (1975) as well as McGee, Krantz, Mason, and
McClannahan (1983).
Utilizing naturalistic behavioral treatment strategies can also mitigate
problem behavior observed when implementing DTT. For example, Sigafoos and
colleagues (2006) found that a client’s self-injurious behavior increased when
implementing DTT, compared to using embedded instruction. The individual also
engaged in more instances of correct responding under conditions of embedded
instruction rather than DTT. Even though programs implemented in DTT were
different from programs implemented using embedded instruction, this study still
shows the impact using naturalistic behavioral treatment strategies may have on
problem behavior of clients. In a review by Steege, Mace, Perry, and Longenecker
(2007), the authors explain how they conducted numerous Functional Behavioral
Assessments (FBAs) for clients diagnosed with ASD. A majority of FBAs
indicated that escape from DTT tasks typically related the function of problem
behavior. A greater examination of clients’ history showed that these clients were
exposed to rigid DTT sessions with a set number of trials needing to be completed
before the therapists allowed the clients to partake in a “break.” However, even

though DTT may evoke problem behavior in some clients, it doesn’t mean DTT
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overall needs to be avoided. As shown by Charlop-Christy and Carpenter (2000),
DTT can easily be integrated into IT, which has given way to the creation of MITS.
This way, multiple teaching opportunities can be derived during naturalistic
behavioral treatment rather than only one teaching opportunity.
While it is more than likely that ASD treatment centers utilize fine motor
skill activities during naturalistic behavioral treatments, more data are needed at an
individual level to draw further inferences on the relationship between fine motor
skill development and fine motor skill activities. Furthermore, generalization of
fine motor skill activities should be tested. The purpose of this study was to
examine the impact of the standardization of occupational therapy-recommended
activities on client fine motor skills when integrated into naturalistic behavioral
treatment strategies. After the implementation of the intervention, it was expected
that clients would display generalization by completing fine motor targets
involving the same fine motor skills utilized in fine motor activities implemented in
ABA therapy and research sessions, displaying an improvement in general fine
motor skills.

Chapter 2
Method
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Participants and Settings
Participants included three young males (2.5 to 4.2 years old) diagnosed
with ASD and currently receiving services from an autism clinic in the southeastern
region of the United States. Two of the participants were siblings. To be included
in the study, participants needed to demonstrate deficits in fine motor skills as
according to previously conducted assessments, such as the Verbal Behavior
Milestones Assessment and Placement Program (VB-MAPP) and the Hawaii Early
Learner Profile (HELP). All participants displayed strong imitation repertoires,
which was believed to be a beneficial prerequisite for participants. For all
participants, there either needed to be established case programming that allowed
for skill acquisition to occur during clinical session, or available time for the child
to be able to participate outside of clinical session.
Exclusion from the study was based on diagnosis of a physical disability or
diagnosis that specifically limits fine motor skills (e.g., missing digits on the hand,
or contractures that preclude certain movements). Participants who engage in highfrequency problem behavior, such as tantrums, stereotypy, aggression, or selfinjury that potentially compete with instructional procedures, were excluded from
participation. Given the inclusion and exclusion criteria, it must also be noted that

the participants of this study were also the first three participants available within
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the clinic they were recruited from.
The first participant was a 4-year-old boy named Steve, who received the
diagnosis of ASD with Accompanying Language Impairment when he was 2 years
of age. One of the most recent assessments conducted with Steve is the Vineland
Adaptive Behavior Scales, 3rd edition (Vineland-3, Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Saulnier,
2016). Vineland-3 results reflected Steve’s motor skills to be at the 7th percentile,
meaning Steve’s motor skills score was greater than or equal to 7% of children his
age. For the Vineland-3, the following score ranges equate to the specified adaptive
levels: 20-70 equates to Low, 71-85 equates to Moderately Low, 86-114 equates to
Adequate, 115-129 equates to Moderately High, and 130-140 equates to High.
Steve’s motor skills standard score was 78, which is within the Moderately Low
range. Examples of targets that were assessed and found to not be in Steve’s skill
repertoire include: (a) draws a circle freehand from example, (b) colors simple
shapes or animals, (c) pours liquid from one container to another, (d) cuts out
simple shapes, and (e) ties a knot. In addition, the Brigance Inventory of Early
Development III (IED-III; Brigance & French, 2013) was utilized to supplement
the Vineland-3. The IED-III assesses a variety of skills (e.g., social skills, adaptive
daily living skills, communication, motor skills) dependent on age level, meaning
the IED-III determines where in a list of targets to start assessing based on the
client’s age. For example, it may say to start with item 3 in a list of 12 items for a

child who is 3 years of age. According to the IED-III scores for Steve, fine motor
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skill deficits were primarily related to writing skills (ex. Draws a plus sign, prints
first letter of name). Some skills were not examined as a result of Steve’s age at the
time of assessment, including writing the numbers one through ten in the correct
order without a model. However, Steve did not receive points for various targets in
adaptive daily living skills that require the usage of fine motor skills. Examples of
these targets include: (a) putting on socks, (b) uses side of fork to cut soft food, and
(c) holds fork in fingers instead of fists.
The second participant was a 3-year-old boy named Thor, who was
diagnosed with ASD with language impairment when he was 2 years of age. As
with Steve, the Vineland-3 was conducted for Thor. Vineland-3 results included a
standard score of 96 for Thor’s motor skills, ranking him in the 39th percentile and
falling within the Adequate range (86-114). Examples of motor skill targets
assessed and not in Thor’s repertoire included: (a) draws a straight line using a rule
or straight edge, (b) manipulates very small objects, and (c) ties a knot. In addition,
the IED-III (Brigance & French, 2013) was implemented. Deficits in fine motor
skills were related to visual-motor performance and writing skills. For visual-motor
performance, the skill of stacking blocks was assessed. Thor was able to stack eight
blocks; however, he was unable to go beyond an eight-block tower. Meanwhile,
deficits in writing skills include: (a) drawing a circle, (b) drawing a plus sign, and
(c) drawing an X. In relation, deficits in adaptive daily living skills that utilize fine
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motor skills include: (a) wipes self independently when in the bathroom, (b) dresses
self independently, excluding help with difficult fasteners, and (c) uses side of fork
to cut soft food. Despite Thor’s adequate motor standard score as given by the
Vineland-3, he was selected for his study based on concerns from behavior analysts
(including Thor’s case manager, a registered BCBA) and caregivers. It was
suggested that scores may have been inflated as a result of bias; however, to ensure
this study was applicable and beneficial for Thor, an occupational therapist
assessed his fine motor skills during the study’s initial assessment. This topic will
be discussed further within the procedures of the study.
The third participant, the younger brother of Thor, was a two-and-a-halfyear-old named Loki. He was officially diagnosed with ASD at the age of 22
months. Neither the Vineland-3, and IED-III was conducted previously on Loki;
however, he was a selected participant based on concerns from behavior analysists
and caregivers. Once more, the occupational therapist assessed Loki’s fine motor
skills during the study’s initial assessment to ensure the study was applicable and
beneficial for Loki.
For all three participants, assessment was conducted inside a treatment
room designed for research purposes. For Steve, baseline and treatment continued
inside the treatment room. For Loki, baseline and treatment were conducted at his
designated clinical space (i.e., desk and assigned classroom). For Thor, baseline

and treatment were conducted in both the treatment room and at his designated
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clinical space.

Materials
Materials were determined based on the fine motor skill activities selected
for each participant in addition to the primary fine motor target being tested. For
example, one of the activities utilized was Save the Animal, in which a participant
needed to pull rubber bands off a plastic toy animal. The materials for this activity
include plastic toy animals and rubber bands. Other activities involved games, such
as Tumble and Gumball Grab. All materials were easily accessible within the
participants’ clinic and did not require additional purchase

Design
The design of this study is a concurrent multiple baseline with multiple
probe design across participants and fine motor skills. This design allowed the
researcher to demonstrate experimental control without the need to withdraw
treatment. The design also allowed for flexibility in data collection since
discontinuous measurement during baseline can be conducted, avoiding potential
problems with withholding treatment for participants during extended baseline data
sessions, such as improvement in skills as a result of increased exposure to
assessment probes.

Procedure
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Assessment
Prior to beginning the study, a review of the most recent assessments
conducted by the clients’ case managers took place to determine which clients
would be most suitable for the study. In addition, case managers were able to
address any clinical concerns related to the fine motor abilities of their clients, such
as inability to hold a pencil appropriately for an extensive period. Following the
review, the Hawaii Early Learner Profile (HELP assessment; Teaford, 2010) was
used as a basis to assess target behaviors within the participants’ age ranges (2 to 6
years of age). During baseline, the experimenter, in conjunction with a registered
and licensed occupational therapist, selected several targets from the HELP
assessment to assess the participants’ fine motor skills. Examples of targets include
cutting a 6-inch line on paper, folding a piece of paper three times, and building a
9-block tower without assistance from an adult. Assessment targets were probed
using imitation. The examiner instructed the participant to, “Do this,” before
modeling the desired response. To maintain standardization of administration
across participants and sessions, reinforcement in the form of neutral praise for
alternative behaviors (e.g., appropriate sitting, attending) was given, but no aid or
correction was provided if clients were not engaging in the activity correctly. If a
client successfully completed an activity according to the HELP assessment within
a time period as recommended by the occupational therapist, then that activity was
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disregarded, and a new activity was tested. All targets were selected based on client
needs.
For Steve, he was able to complete numerous tasks as related to the HELP
assessment, including cutting a 6-inch line, threading small beads, and holding a
writing utensil appropriately as according to his age. For this reason, adaptive daily
living targets were selected for further assessment. Examples of these targets
include brushing teeth, spreading jelly onto bread, and buttoning. Ultimately, it was
found that Steve was unable to complete the tasks of buttoning pants and opening a
bottle, suggesting deficits relating to hand strength. The occupational therapist
recommended activities associated with hand strength as the primary focus for
Steve. Therefore, the HELP target selected for Steve was buttoning pants. For this
target, pants with a discernable button were used. The pants were laid out in front
of Steve on a table with the waist of the pants closest to Steve. The researcher
would be behind Steve to demonstrate buttoning the pants, which allowed for the
researcher to remove perception based on location as a potential confounding
variable. After the researcher modeled buttoning pants, Steve could respond.
For Thor, deficits were found to be related to visual motor integration and

visual perception. When asked to draw a specific shape, Thor was unable to comply
with the instruction, even when given a model. In addition, Thor was unable to
complete geometric puzzle designs based on a picture model as was shown by large
amounts of space between each shape. It must be noted that the requirement for the

geometric puzzle designs was to originally create copies without placing 2D
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geometric pieces on top of the picture model. Meanwhile, Bilateral coordination
was an additional deficit, which was found when Thor was required to cut a 6-inch
line. Overall, the occupational therapist recommended activities associated with
visual motor integration as the primary focus for Thor. The HELP target selected
for Thor was folding paper 3 times, which requires both visual motor integration
and bilateral coordination. For this target, Thor was given a 8” x 11” piece of
construction paper, which had a 0.5” black line running through the center of the
paper on both sides. On a separate identical piece of paper, the researcher modeled
the first fold. Thor was then be expected to perform the first fold. The researcher
then drew the next line on both sides of the model and Thor’s paper. The researcher
then demonstrated rotating the paper and then creating the second fold before
allowing Thor to respond. The same procedure for the second fold was repeated for
the third fold. For each model, the researcher was positioned behind Thor with the
materials in front of him. This way, perception based on location would not
interfere.
For Loki, targets were modified to reflect his age. For example, for cutting
with scissors, the prerequisite skill of opening and closing scissors was examined
rather than having him cut along a 6-inch line. The inability to complete this task
was evidence of deficits in hand strength. Meanwhile, in-hand manipulation, or
moving items within the hand, was found to be another concern. This was

identified when Loki was asked to put coins into a coin bank with only using one
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hand. Rather than using one hand to place the coins into the bank, Loki use two
hands (i.e., holding coins with one hand and using the other hand to put the coins
into the bank). Loki’s case manager requested for that his HELP target relate to his
clinical goals, which includes adaptive daily living in the form of dressing (i.e.,
putting on shoes, socks, pants, shirt, underwear). Putting on socks was probed as it
is related to hand strength. Ultimately, the client was unable to put on socks as a
result of being unable to hold the sock open. Therefore, the HELP-related target
selected for Loki was to hold a sock open with two hands for 3 s. For this target, an
extra pair of Loki’s socks were used. The researcher modeled holding the sock
open from behind Loki, again removing perception based on location as a potential
variable. When holding the sock open, the researcher counted to three. When
finished modeling, the researcher gave the sock to Loki to allow him to respond.
Counting to three out loud was not a response requirement, but it ensured Loki
would hold the sock open for at least 3 s.

Baseline
Baseline consisted of requesting the participant to imitate the HELP-related
action performed by the researcher. The researcher gave the instruction, “Do this,”
to the participant before modeling the action with the necessary materials. When
the instruction was being delivered, the participant did not have access to the same
materials to ensure the participant’s attending. After the model was delivered, the
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researcher gave the participant access to the materials and allowed the participant to
imitate the action. Each participant had a different amount of time to perform the
action depending on the skill being performed. For Steve, he had a maximum of 10
s to button pants. For Thor, he had a maximum of 60 s to fold paper three times.
For Loki, he had a maximum of 10 s to perform the action of holding sock open for
3 s. Reinforcement in the form of praise for complying with the demand (e.g.,
“Thank you for trying.”) was delivered; however, any form of reinforcement for
completing the task was not delivered. In terms of data collection, if the participant
was able to complete the HELP target within the time frame given, then the trial
was marked as independent (+). If the participant was unable to complete the
activity within the time frame given, then the trial was marked as an error (-). One
probe consisted of two trials (++ or --) or three trials (+-+, +--, -+-, -++), meaning
the participant was required to complete the HELP-related target either two or three
times in one session.

NET Instruction
Prior to implementation of the intervention, the primary investigator sought
consultation from an advising occupational therapist for recommendations on
activities to be implemented indirectly to improve each client’s performance for the
target skills of concern. Three activities were selected for each participant. For
Steve, the activities selected were: (a) Save the Animal (Pull rubber bands off of
plastic toy animal or action figure), (b) Tumble (push plastic stick through two

holes of structure to stop marbles from falling down), and (c) Crack the Egg (use
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handheld hole puncher to punch a specific number of holes into egg-shaped
construction paper). Both Save the Animal and Crack the Egg were used to
primarily strengthen the hands. Meanwhile, Tumble was introduced to help with
visual motor integration and further development of the pincher grasp, which are
required when putting a button through a hole. For Thor, the activities selected
were: (a) Threading (push string through hole of a cut-out of a preferred stimulus),
(b) 2D Shape Designs (place 2D shapes on top of picture model), and (c) Gumball
Grab (use tongs/grabbers provided by game to pick up small “gumballs”).
Threading and 2D Shape Designs were introduced to further develop visual motor
integration and pincher grasp while Gumball Grab was introduced to develop hand
strength. For Loki, the activities selected were: (a) Save the Animal, (b) Feed the
Animal (use tongs to put small food object into a box shaped like an animal), and
(c) Tumble. Save the Animal and Feed the Animal were both used to primarily
strengthen the hands while Tumble was used to further develop the pincher grasp
and visual motor integration, which will be needed for the behavioral response of
putting on sock. As children diagnosed with ASD often struggle to maintain
motivation for tasks involving less-preferred objects and activities, these activities
were individualized for each client to appeal to their preferences and interests. For
example, Steve prefers to play with action figures, so action figures were used in
place of plastic toy animals for Save the Animal. Activities were also modified

depending on the participants’ age and abilities. For example, Steve was able to
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have a maximum of six rubber bands on an action figure with no impact on
motivation. However, for Loki, he needed to have a maximum of two rubber bands
on an animal, which aided in increasing his motivation to continue the activity as
well as decreased behaviors associated with “emotional distress” for the toy animal
he needed to save.
Once activities were selected, the OT provided instruction to the primary
researcher on how to conduct the activities. The researcher then trained research
assistants to implement fine motor activities through demonstration, rehearsal, and
differential reinforcement methods. The researcher provided explanations as to why
each activity was selected as well as answered any questions asked by the research
assistants. The researcher also made sure all materials required to complete the
necessary activities and tasks were provided to allow easy access during clinical
and research sessions. Before research assistants conducted sessions, the primary
researcher would instruct the assistant what specifically needed to be implemented
(HELP probe versus fine motor activities). These measures allowed for increased
assurance of treatment integrity. It must be noted, however, that the majority of
sessions were conducted by the primary investigator while research assistants
collected interobserver agreement (IOA) and treatment integrity data. More
information shall be provided on IOA and treatment integrity data.

During implementation, the researcher provided the participants ample
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opportunity to engage in any of the three selected activities. Participants were
shown by the researcher how to complete the activity through modeling before
allowing the participants to have free access to the activities. Graduated guidance
was used along with standard reinforcement procedures as according to the client’s
protocol. Researchers collected data pertaining to if the participants’ performance.
One trial consisted of one instance of a specific behavior or the formation of a
permanent product. For example, for Save the Animal, one trial consisted of the
participant taking one rubber band off the animal. However, for Gumball Grab, one
trial consisted of the participant picking up one gumball with the game’s provided
grabbers. Data was collected on whether the participant was able to perform a trial
independently, or if a more intrusive prompt level was needed. Errors were
recorded if the participant discontinued in the activity before a more intrusive
prompt could be delivered. As with HELP targets, data was collected in the form of
probes, meaning each session consisted of two to three trials. Sessions could be
performed back to back depending on the participant’s motivation to engage in any
of the three fine motor activities. Participants’ were encouraged to continue to
engage in the fine motor activities; however, if the participants selected to
discontinue or switch between activities, the researcher allowed them too. If the
participant discontinued the activity, the researcher allowed the participant to

engage in unrelated activities for an unspecified amount of time before re-
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presenting the activities.
To measure the improvement in fine motor skills, the selected HELP targets
were probed intermittently throughout the intervention. For clinical and research
purposes, if a client did not improve in performance for the HELP targets after a
long duration of time (based on clinical judgement by the researchers), then another
training procedure, such as DTT, would be utilized to teach the HELP targets. For
example, if a client’s HELP probe performance declined and remained stagnant at
0% for three sessions, and modifications to the original procedure do not aid in
improving performance, then an alternative skill acquisition procedure needed to be
selected.

Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was collected by another trained behavior
analyst for 30% of all sessions for all clients. IOA was collected during research
sessions and clinical sessions. IOA was computed using trial-by-trial data
collection, indicating agreements divided by agreements plus disagreements,
multiplied by 100 to convert to a percentage. IOA was found to be 100% across all
observed sessions.

Treatment Integrity
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Treatment integrity data was collected by the primary researcher or by
another trained behavior analyst. Information collected to determine treatment
integrity during both baseline and treatment phases includes: (a) correctly presents
the verbal antecedent along with the behavior model, (b) gives the client the
specified amount of time to respond, (c) deliver the appropriate consequence
dependent on phase and data being collected (HELP probe versus Activity Group
data), (d) refrain from delivering error correction for incorrect response or helping
the client perform the task even if the client asks for help, and (e) records data after
the behavioral response or elapsed time. In the end, treatment integrity was
collected for approximately 30% of sessions and was found to be 95% across all
observed sessions.

Social Validity
Social validity data was collected through surveys administered to the
clients’ assigned behavior analysts and to the clients’ families. In the survey,
questions focused on the social significance of improving fine motor skills.
Questions were rated using a 5-point Likert scale indicating 1 (strongly disagree) to
5 (strongly agree). Specifically, the questionnaire included: (a) if the treatment was
beneficial to the participant, (b) if the individual believes the intervention could be
easily continued outside of the current study, and (c) if the respondent believes it is
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important to focus on fine motor skills in a therapeutic setting. Overall, results from
the surveys dictated that respondents highly favored the treatment provided to
participants. Respondents found the study to be beneficial for participants with an

average score of 5. Respondents also found the treatment given to be relatively easy
to implement outside of the study, the average score for this question being
approximately 4.4. Finally, respondents to the survey all agreed that it is important
to focus on fine motor skills in a therapeutic setting, the average score being 5.

Chapter 3
Results
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For the results, data were converted into percentages by dividing the
number of trials performed correctly by the total number of trials for within one
session. Overall, all three participants improved in fine motor skills within NET
instruction.
In baseline, Steve’s responded consistently at 0% when excluding one data
point. For Steve’s second data point in baseline, he was able to correctly perform
the task for the initial trial of the session. However, for the remaining two trials
within the session, Steve was unable to correctly complete the task within his
designated time frame of 10 s. Errors continued for the remaining baseline data
points, allowing the intervention to be introduced. After modeling the activity Save
the Animal, Steve initially required a more intrusive prompt (hand over hand) to
complete a trial. However, Steve was soon able to complete the activity
independently, though occasionally needing a gesture to be shown where to pull
next. This was not counted against his independent responding since the main
concern with the activity was pulling the rubber band over the action figure to
discard it rather than identifying which rubber band to pull off first. Meanwhile, for
the activities Tumble and Crack the Egg, the client was able to perform the
activities independently after they were modeled by the researcher. For Crack the

Egg, Steve occasionally shifted to using two hands to punch a hole into the egg-
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shaped paper with the handheld hole puncher, but the usage of one hand was
encouraged and heavily praised by the researcher. This data was not recorded;
however, it was noticed that Steve started to use one hand more often than two for
the Crack the Egg activity. The duration to complete an individual trial within the
Crack the Egg activity also seemed to decrease, though, again, no actual data was
collected pertaining to this. As Steve continued to engage in the fine motor
activities, his performance for his HELP probes of buttoning pant improved
drastically, which supports the hypothesis outlined earlier in this paper.
In baseline, Thor’s responding was consistently at 0% for all probes,
allowing for intervention to be introduced. After modeling the activities, Thor
required no prompting for 2D Shape Designs and Gumball Grab. However, Thor
later required a more intrusive prompt for threading. Thor’s performance relating to
the HELP probe of folding paper three times steadily increased, allowing him to
reach mastery criteria despite having missed services for one week during the
study’s intervention.
Meanwhile, in baseline, Loki’s responding was consistently at 0% for all
probes as a result of him holding the sock open for one second rather than three
seconds. This allowed for the intervention to be introduced. Initially, physical
prompting was required for all targets; however, Loki was soon able to respond
independently for all trials. Like Steve, Loki’s responding for the HELP probe
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target of holding sock open for 3 s improved drastically, once more supporting the
researcher’s hypothesis.
For each participant, a maintenance probe was conducted for the
corresponding HELP targets. All participants correctly responded independently,
showing that each participant maintained the learned skills.

Chapter 3
Discussion
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The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of the standardization
of occupational therapy-recommended activities on client fine motor skills when
integrated into naturalistic behavioral treatment strategies. After the
implementation of the intervention, it was expected that participants would display
generalization by completing fine motor targets involving the same fine motor
skills utilized in fine motor activities implemented in ABA therapy and research
sessions, demonstrating improvement in general fine motor skills. In the end, the
data collected for all three participants supported this hypothesis. By continuing to
engage in fine motor skill activities within ABA therapy and research sessions,
responding improved for the selected HELP targets, indicating that fine motor
skills genuinely improved.
These results have three major impacts. For one, this study represents the
importance of collaboration between ABA and occupational therapy. ABA does not
specialize in fine motor skills as occupational therapy does, which may make it
difficult for behavior analysts to select related activities that could ultimately
improve specific fine motor skills. In addition, behavior analysts could misidentify
or overlook the fine motor skill deficits that exist in clients. In the case of Thor,
early assessments conducted by behavior analysts concluded that fine motor skills

were not a concern. However, when assessed by the occupational therapist, major
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fine motor skill deficits were identified. Reviewing his case and previous data
collected for clinical sessions, the identified fine motor skill deficits align with the
slow skill acquisition for specific programs, including putting on various articles of
clothing. Meanwhile, in the case of Steve, a fine motor skill deficit in the form of
hand strength was identified despite his ability to perform various other targets.
Although only one fine motor skill deficit was identified, if ignored, this deficit
could have a negative impact on Steve’s future. If Steve continued to lack hand
strength, he would be unable to button his clothes, limiting the types of clothing he
would be able to wear. He also wouldn’t be able to open various containers, such as
bottles and jars, which would ultimately limit the drinks and food he would be able
to consume independently. Overall by being able to assess client fine motor skills
and collaborating on client cases, occupational therapists could recommend
activities to implement during NET that would not only strengthen overall fine
motor skills, but also allow for faster skill acquisition and increase a client’s
independence. This form of collaboration would help to create a strong and positive
relationship between ABA and occupational therapy.
Secondly, this study emphasizes the importance of utilizing naturalistic
behavioral interventions for skill acquisition. All fine motor skill activities were
play-oriented and individualized based on interests, or preferred stimuli. In
addition, fine motor activity selection was child-led rather than teacher-led. These
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measures not only decreased to probability of the occurrence of problem behavior,
but they also increased motivation to engage in fine motor related activities. The
only cases of problem behavior that occurred during this study was by Thor, who
initially would vocally protest to escape from responding to HELP probes in
baseline. However, when the intervention in the form of NET was implemented,
Thor was more compliant when provided HELP-related instructions. This change
in behavior could potentially be purely attributed to some improvement in fine
motor skills; however, this notion would need to be further assessed. Meanwhile,
during clinical sessions, participants spontaneously asked to be provided access to
their assigned fine motor activities outside of DTT, which allowed for more
opportunities to implement the intervention. When engaging in the fine motor
activities, the participants would continue to engage in the behaviors necessary to

complete the activity until the activity was completed. This motivation to complete
the fine motor activities appeared to generalize to the HELP probes, for participants
would attempt to complete the task even after their set time frame and protest when
the researcher would remove the materials necessary. In relation to skill
acquisition, all three participants acquired their HELP-related skills through NET
alone, which gives evidence that, for these specific clients, naturalistic behavioral
interventions are more beneficial procedures when compared to structured, teacherled approaches. This provides a reminder of the importance of individualizing
protocols to fit the needs of clients. Ultimately, using NET for skill acquisition
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purposes cultivated a learning environment that allowed for increases in motivation
to improve skills, yet decrease risks of problem behavior that would have caused
interference to skill acquisition.
The final impact of this study is a novel therapeutic model for behavior
analysts to teach fine motor skills. It was hypothesized that fine motor skills would

genuinely improve if generalization of skills were to occur. The results of this study
showed that generalization of fine motor skills did occur. This approach to teaching
fine motor skills allows for therapists to administer a variety of fine motor activities
in place of repeated trials of the same fine motor target. It also enables therapists to
contrive fine motor skill acquisition opportunities in a naturalistic way instead of
restricting a client’s fine motor opportunities in a structured setting. As seen in the
results, this improves generalization of skills, decreasing the number of fine motor
targets needed to be taught directly by the therapist. This would allow for the time
and resources required to teach fine motor targets directly to be utilized for other
skill acquisition programs, which may include programs related to developing
communication and social skills.

Limitations
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When conducting this study, there were limitations that were identified.
Throughout the study, changes needed to be made to procedures, which affected the
thoroughness of the study. For example, three HELP probes were originally going
to be assigned to each participant. Each probe would have targeted a specific fine
motor skill. In relation, three activities would have been assigned to each HELP
probe, creating a total of nine fine motor activities for each participant. However, as
a result of time constraints, the additional HELP probes and fine motor activities
were omitted from the study. While resulting in less data to be analyzed, this large
omission may have strengthened the design of the study. According to the
consulting occupational therapist, fine motor skills can be heavily interdependent,
which could potentially have resulted in errors in the integrity of the design. For
example, if treatment began for HELP Probe 1 for Steve, the independent and
correct responding for HELP Probe 2 or 3 could have started increasing when still
in baseline. However, since the design was originally intended to have this specific
amount of data collected, other sources of data were overlooked and not included in
the overall analysis of the study, which could potentially create a weakness.
In relation to the previously mentioned limitation, the researcher originally
anticipated to have an organizational behavior management (OBM) component to
this study. Research would have taken place solely during clinical sessions
conducted by the clients’ assigned therapists. The researcher would have collected

data pertaining to the number of fine motor skill opportunities provided by the
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therapists during 1-hour time samples during baseline and intervention. The
intervention for this component of the study would have consisted of training
therapists to conduct the fine motor skill activities in addition to giving a specific
goal for the number of fine motor skill activities implemented during a client
session. However, this component needed to be removed as a result of client
schedules. For Steve and Thor, the majority of ABA clinical services are received
through a group therapy format, which already is involved in research. For this
reason, Steve’s research sessions needed to be conducted outside of clinical
services. Meanwhile, to supplement group therapy sessions, Thor originally
received 1:1 ABA therapy services twice a week. Research was conducted during
1:1 ABA therapy sessions, but changes in Thor’s schedule has resulted in research
needing to be conducted outside of clinical services. Out of all three clients, Loki
was the only client to be receiving full time 1:1 ABA therapy services at the time
this study was completed. However, the primary researcher and an assistant
researcher were both assigned to Loki’s therapy team, which would have created a
confounding variable. In the end, it was decided to omit this component of the
study, which would have provided insight on the frequency of fine motor skill
opportunities given to clients during ABA therapy sessions.
Another limitation was the availability of clients. When the participants
were originally recruited, all three were easily accessible to the researcher and

researcher assistants. However, changes in clinical scheduling and sudden breaks
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from services served to be obstacles hindering the provision of the intervention.
While the design of the study allowed for flexibility in case these issues were to
occur, inconsistencies with treatment intervention in the form of time between
sessions could negatively impact the participants’ fine motor skills and responding
to HELP probes. For instance, if the participants refrain from engaging in fine
motor activities during time away from services, and if caregivers are unable to
provide fine motor activity opportunities, then participants’ fine motor skills will
not improve and could potentially deteriorate. This not only would have an impact
on independent responding to fine motor activities, but also independent
responding to the HELP probes as well. While all participants ultimately met
mastery criteria for their individual HELP probes, it is not known whether or not
participants would have met mastery criteria sooner if clients were more available
for treatment. At the same time, the opposite effect must also be considered. During
time away from services, participants Thor and Loki could have spontaneously
engaged in more fine motor activities outside of the study. While this would be a
positive variable clinically, this could serve as a potential confounding variable
experimentally.
A third limitation is additional client deficits that were discovered during
the study. In the case of Thor, services outside of ABA informed the researcher that
further assessment would be conducted concerning Thor’s cognitive abilities.
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Specifically, Thor will be assessed to identify any potential learning disabilities he

may have, including the possibility of a future dyslexia diagnosis when of age. The
assessment is based on concerns from the clients’ speech pathologist related to
visual performance, which, potentially, can be related to visual motor integration. If
another service provider has also identified this concern, then Thor’s skill deficits
may be more severe than anticipated. Even though Thor met mastery criteria for his
HELP probe of folding paper three times, these deficits could result in NET not
being a suitable skill acquisition procedure for Thor if more fine motor skill tasks
were targeted. In relation to additional client deficits, this model of for fine motor
skill acquisition may not be beneficial for clients who have skill deficits relating to
imitation. Despite being unable to complete the HELP probes in baseline, the
participants attempted to imitate the actions modeled by the researcher. If any of
the participants experienced deficits specifically related to imitation, then this
potentially could have impacted independent and correct responding for HELP
probes. This raises the question as to whether or not imitation is a prerequisite for
learning through naturalistic behavioral interventions, which this study is not
equipped to answer.
A fourth limitation present in this study is the data itself. For two out of
three participants, drastic improvement in responding was evident. Specifically,
while Thor experienced a more gradual increase in correct responding for his HELP
probe, participants Steve and Loki experienced a major jump from 0% correct

responding to 100% correct responding as soon as the intervention was put into
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place. Even though these results may be desirable clinically, this raises several
questions experimentally. However, the main question that must be posed is if the
increases in responding for the HELP probes were a result of the intervention, or
perhaps confounding variables were present. A definite variable that must be
considered is on-going services or related opportunities provided outside of the
study’s intervention. For example, two participants (Steve and Thor) attend
preschool in the morning 5 days a week. It is unknown as to what type of activities
the participants engaged in during preschool hours, nor is this a variable that can be
controlled by the researcher. An additional variable that potentially made an impact
is the probability of a behavioral cusp. According to Rosales-Ruiz and Baer (1997),
a behavioral cusp is any behavior change of an organism that allows the organism
to contact novel contingencies, thus shaping the same or other related behaviors.
For a behavioral cusp to occur, the consequences resulting from the behavior must
be important (either relating to survival or social validity) to either the organism or
the individuals surrounding the organism. A common example of a behavioral cusp
is learning to crawl. When a child learns to crawl, it allows for the child to travel to
novel environments and engage with novel stimuli, resulting in a variety of
consequences that serve to further shape the child’s crawling behavior as well as
other behaviors, such as walking. While Rosales-Ruiz and Baer (1997) do not
mention behavioral cusps in relation to fine motor skills, it is highly probable that a

behavioral cusp may occur for fine motor skills. After all, most adaptive daily
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living skills, which are important for both survival and social validity, require the
usage of fine motor skills. In addition, fine motor skills, just like all other skills, are
shaped throughout development starting at an extremely young age. For the study,
it is possible that any of the participants could have experienced a behavioral cusp
during the study. To take this variable into account, replications of this study would
be needed. Specifically, replications utilizing participants of different age groups
and skill repertoires.
In relation, since all three participants engaged in three different activities
and experienced different amounts of exposure to each activity as a result of
participant motivation, it is unknown as to which specific activities within the
intervention led to improvement in responding to HELP probes. The presentation
of HELP probes also varied among participants, which then raises the question as
to whether the intervention or the exposure to HELP probes led to increases in
correct responding. Additionally, all participants had different targets for their
HELP probes, which makes direct comparison between participants difficult. If this
study were to be replicated, the same activities and HELP targets should be
selected for all three participants. This would not only facilitate comparison
between participants, but it would also ensure all three participants were at similar
fine motor skill levels. Meanwhile, either a variation of a component analysis of
fine motor activities and HELP probe exposure within this study, or a more

systematic implementation of probes would have accounted for the previously
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mentioned variables.
Alternatively, another potential confounding variable is the number of
researchers who implemented baseline as well as intervention. Even though IOA
and treatment integrity data were collected, having only one researcher primarily
implement sessions could have impacted participant responding, especially since
the primary researcher has a history of providing previous ABA services to all three
participants. This would mean that the primary researcher might have had
instructional control over participants during sessions since all participants have
previously been reinforced for complying with the primary researcher’s
instructions. This variable was unfortunately a result of changes in client clinical
schedules along with time conflicts among assistant researchers. However, it would
be interesting to compare client skill acquisition when only one individual is
implementing skill acquisition programs versus a group of multiple therapists
delivering treatment.
The final limitation present in the study was the number of participants
utilized. In ABA research, single-subject designs are typically used to showcase an
individual’s target behavior. This form of experimental design allows for
researchers to observe trends in data related to response performance, specifically
when an intervention is introduced. In most cases, it is expected for responding to
be low within baseline, and then for responding to steadily or suddenly increase

with the introduction of the intervention. However, a major concern with single
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subject designs involve external validity, or the extent to which the results of a
study generalizes to a larger population. The reasoning behind this concern is due
to the number of participants that are typically recruited for the study. Traditional
group experimental designs allow for large amounts of participants to be recruited,
which typically aid in increasing the external validity of a study. However,
traditional group experimental designs also use statistics that combine a group’s
scores together, allowing for groups of participants to be compared in statistical
analysis. Single-subject designs are more concerned with individual performance
over a period rather than a final score, which results in restrictions for the number
of participants that can be recruited for single-subject designs. This results in
decreases in external validity within a study. For this study, only three clients
participated within the study, which raises the question of external validity. To
increase this study’s external validity, either more participants needed to be
recruited, or results will need to be replicated.

Future Directions
While this study provides evidence based on the benefits of collaboration
between ABA and occupational therapy, more research needs to be conducted
related to this topic. Occupational therapy specializes in a wide range of interests as
does ABA. More studies concerning ABA and occupational therapy collaboration
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within early intervention services for children with ASD would continue to build a

foundation for ABA and occupational therapy relations. However, research outside
of early intervention and autism services would also continue to help provide
support for the need of collaboration between fields.
If this specific study were to be replicated, additional measures and
variables would be recommended. A component examining the number of fine
motor opportunities provided by therapists within a clinical session would provide
useful information regarding how fine motor skills are targeted within an ABA
session. A variation of a parametric analysis could be utilized to identify the
number of fine motor skill activities that should be implemented during a clinical
session for there to be an impact on fine motor skill improvement. Additionally, an
OBM element in the form of goal setting would provide supplemental research to
improve clinical sessions.
An additional component that would be beneficial for this study is a
reinforcer assessment. It would be valuable knowledge to determine if these
activities could function as reinforcers in place of other preferred stimuli, including
edibles and toys. For this component, the researcher would need to first implement
a reinforcer assessment comparing the selected fine motor activities. Once the
highest preferred fine motor activity is determined, the researcher would then
conduct a reinforcer assessment between the highest preferred fine motor activity
and another highly preferred stimulus. There are several implications for if fine
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motor activities could function as reinforcers. Not only would this aid in continuing
the develop of fine motor skills, but it would also allow for therapists to use more
natural reinforcers in place of artificial reinforcers, such as candy and electronic
tablets. Furthermore, clients are more likely to encounter fine motor activities
within the natural environment. One example of this is a traditional school setting.
If fine motor activities are naturally reinforcing for individuals, then individuals are
more likely to engage in the fine motor activities without needing extensive
prompting from teachers within the school setting. Overall, the finding that fine
motor activities can act as reinforcers would allow for individuals to continue to
build their fine motor skills as well as improve their quality of life.
If a reinforcement assessment could not be conducted, another approach is
to collect data on the number of times a participant spontaneously engages in fine
motor activities. This would include mands (i.e., participants asking for permission
from researchers, therapists, or other individuals to engage in the fine motor
activities) and physically approaching and engaging in the activity. While a
reinforcer assessment would provide stronger evidence towards the reinforcing
power of fine motor activities, this procedure would showcase the increase in fine
motor activity preference as fine motor skills increase. As stated earlier, Suggate
and colleagues (2017) cited three main hypotheses in occupational therapy
regarding fine motor skill improvement: (a) participating in fine motor skill
activities results in an increase in fine motor skills, (b) having a strong fine motor
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skill repertoire leads to individuals participating in more fine motor skill activities
if they are readily available, or (c) a combination of both. Data collected on
spontaneous engagement with fine motor activities could address the hypotheses
mention by Suggate and colleagues (2017). For this to occur, the replicate study

would need to ensure that the same number of opportunities to engage in fine motor
activities is present in both baseline and intervention.
A different approach to this study would be to directly compare fine motor
skill acquisition within NET to skill acquisition within DTT as well as skill
acquisition when both procedures are combined. These comparisons would not
only involve response performance of the targets of interest in intervention, but also
the maintenance of targets taught using NET, DTT, or NET + DTT procedures.
Another measure that is recommended to incorporate is trials to criterion to better
assess the amount of time it takes for a participant to acquire the fine motor target
in NET, DTT, or NET + DTT. Data collection of problem behavior could also be
used to supplement the differences or similarities between fine motor skill
acquisition procedures. In reference to the suggestions of conducting a reinforcer
assessment and tracking spontaneous fine motor activity engagement, fine motor
activity preferences could be compared when fine motor skills are taught when
utilizing these different procedures. Specifically, it can be determined if the
reinforcing power or preferences for fine motor activities are impacted by the
procedural method used to teach fine motor skills.

Conclusion
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This study aimed to provide an alternative teaching method for fine
motor skills as well as to encourage the collaboration between ABA and
occupational therapy. The results indicated that participants generalized fine motor
skills utilized in individualized occupational therapy-recommended fine motor
activities to the selected fine motor targets. Not only do these results have an
impact in the methodology used to teach fine motor skills within an ABA setting,
but it also demonstrates the importance of collaboration between behavior analysts
and occupational therapists. While both fields contain different perspectives
concerning behavior, both fields still share the same goal: to improve the welfare of
the client. If refusal to work together on client cases occur, then both sides
jeopardize the client’s welfare and independence. However, by working together
and cooperatively, behavior analysts and occupational therapists could help clients
reach their full potential.
Behavior analysts are knowledgeable in the function of behavior. Behavior
analysts can identify reinforcers to increase appropriate behavior as well as
alternative procedures to decrease inappropriate behaviors. Meanwhile,
occupational therapists are equipped with information pertaining to physical motor
ability and coordination. If these skill sets were combined, not only would clients
be more likely to achieve clinical goals, but the process could potentially be
accelerated. For example, both behavior analysts and occupational therapists take

interest in teaching adaptive daily living skills, such as putting on pants. The
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occupational therapist may assess the client’s fine motor ability and hand-eye
coordination. With this information, the occupational therapist could suggest
strategies that may be used to increase fine motor ability and hand-eye
coordination, allowing the client to easily complete the task. The behavior analyst
may assess client motivation and determine reinforcers that would increase the
likelihood of the client completing the task independently. At the same time, the
behavior analyst can also assist with behavior management of behaviors
incompatible with skill acquisition, if needed.
While more research is required to provide further evidence of the benefits
of collaboration between ABA and occupational therapy, this study helps to build
the necessary foundation.
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Table 1
Participant

HELP Target

Corresponding Fine
Motor Activities

Rescue the Animal –
Take 1 Rubber Band Off of
Plastic Animal or Action
Figure
Steve

Button Pants within 10 s

Tumble –
Put Plastic Stick Through 2
Holes in Plastic Structure
Crack the Egg –
Punch 1 Hole into Paper
Using Handheld Hole
Puncher
ThreadingPull Thread Through 1
Hole

Thor

Fold Paper Three Times
within 60 s

2D Shape DesignPlace Shape Correctly On
Top of Picture Model
Gumball GrabPick Up 1 Gumball with
Grabbers
Rescue the Animal –
Take 1 Rubber Band Off of
Plastic Animal or Action
Figure

Loki

Hold Sock Open for 3 s
within 10 s

Feed the Animal –
Pick Up 1 Small Food Item
with Tongs
Tumble –
Put Plastic Stick Through 2
Holes in Plastic Structure

Appendix A – Informed Consent
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Examining the Impact of Standardized Fine Motor Activity Selection on Various Fine Motor Skills
in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Principal Investigator:

Cheyenne Dong, RBT
ABA and OBM Master’s Student, 2nd Year
The Scott Center for Autism Treatment
(772) 643-1109
Cdong2015@my.fit.edu

Co-Investigator:

Ada Celeste Harvey, Ph. D., BCBA-D
Associate Professor
School of Behavior Analysis
(321) 674-7139
aharvey@fit.edu

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to improve clients’ fine motor skills by combining services offered
through occupational therapy with behavior analytic services.
Procedures involved in the Research
During client sessions, your child will be assessed on 3 fine motor skill activities by the principal
investigator as well as a consulting occupational therapist. Once the 3 fine motor skill activities are
determined, your child will have the opportunity to complete numerous fine motor activities related
to the original 3 in the form of play. Meanwhile, it will be continually assessed to see if your child
improves in the 3 original fine motor skill activities.
Potential Harms, Risks or Discomforts:
This study does not involve any additional risk to your child. Sessions will involve numerous play
opportunities and breaks.
Potential Benefits
Participants will benefit from the outcome of improvements in fine motor skills, which are
important for adaptive daily living (ex. Buttoning pants, putting on shirt, holding a spoon) and
academic skills (ex. Writing with a pencil, cutting paper with scissors).
The scientific community will benefit from additional research showcasing the importance of
collaboration between occupational therapy and behavior analysis.
Payment or Reimbursement:
Participants will not be awarded compensation for participation in the study. However, participants
will receive free assessment and recommendations from a registered occupational therapist.
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Confidentiality:
Anything we find out about your child that could identify the child will not be published or told to
anyone else, unless we get your permission. Your child’s privacy will be respected, and we will not
be asking for any personal information. Data will be presented using an anonymous name for each
participant, and any personal information relating to the child will not be included in publication or
presentations. In addition, the consulting occupational therapist has completed any and all forms and
documentation regarding confidentiality and client contact. Only relevant information will be shared
with the occupational therapist, which excludes parental contact information. Any services provided
by the consulting occupational therapist will be supervised by the principal investigator or a coinvestigator.
Legally Required Disclosure:
Your child’s performance will be kept confidential to the full extent of the law, and I will treat all
information provided to me as subject to researcher-participant privilege.
Participation:
I understand that participation is voluntary. Refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of
benefits to which I am otherwise entitled. I understand that I may discontinue my child’s
participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which my child is otherwise entitled.
It is your choice to consent to your child taking part in this study. If you decide to participate, you
can decide to stop at any time, even after signing the consent form or part way through the study. If
you decide to stop participating, there will be no consequences to your child. If you wish to
withdraw your child from this study, please contact the principal investigator or the program
coordinator. In cases of withdrawal, any data collected to that point either will be destroyed or used
in the study entirely at your discretion. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect
your continuing access to services at the Scott Center.
Information About the Study Results:
You may obtain information about the results of the study by contacting the principal investigator.
Also, you will receive a summary of the results for your child once the study is complete.
Information about Participating as a Study Subject:
If you have questions or require more information about the study itself, please contact Cheyenne
Dong (email: cdong2015@my.fit.edu).
This study has been reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board. If you have
concerns or questions about your rights as a participant or about the way the study is conducted, you
may contact:
Institutional Review Board Office
Dr. Lisa Steelman, Chair IRB
School of Psychology
(p) 674-8104
lsteelma@fit.edu
http://www.fit.edu/research/committees/irb/index.html

I have explained and defined in detail the research procedures in which the subject (legal
representative has given consent) has consented to participate.
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Cheyenne Dong, Principal Investigator
CONSENT
I have read the information presented in the information letter about a study being conducted by
Cheyenne Dong of The Scott Center for Autism at Florida Institute of Technology. I have had the
opportunity to ask questions about my child’s involvement in this study, and to receive any
additional details I wanted to know about the study. I understand that my child may withdraw from
the study at any time, and I agree to allow my child to participate in this study. I have been given a
copy of this form.
__________________
Name of Participant

Signature of parent or legal guardian



Appendix B – Baseline and Intervention Datasheet





















Appendix C – Treatment Integrity Datasheet
Mark as + if occurred and mark as - if did not occur
Therapist:
Session Number:
Phase:
Participant:
Date:

Therapist:
Session Number:
Phase:
Participant:
Date:

Therapist:
Session Number:
Phase:
Participant:
Date:

Therapist:
Session Number:
Phase:
Participant:
Date:

Therapist:
Session Number:
Phase:
Participant:
Date:

Correctly presents verbal antecedent with behavior model
Gives client _____ seconds to respond
Delivers appropriate consequence dependent on phase and
data being collected
Records data after the behavioral response
If Baseline or HELP Probe, refrains from implementing error
correction or providing assistance through prompts
Correctly presents verbal antecedent with behavior model
Gives client _____ seconds to respond
Delivers appropriate consequence dependent on phase and
data being collected
Records data after the behavioral response
If Baseline or HELP Probe, refrains from implementing error
correction or providing assistance through prompts
Correctly presents verbal antecedent with behavior model
Gives client _____ seconds to respond
Delivers appropriate consequence dependent on phase and
data being collected
Records data after the behavioral response
If Baseline or HELP Probe, refrains from implementing error
correction or providing assistance through prompts
Correctly presents verbal antecedent with behavior model
Gives client _____ seconds to respond
Delivers appropriate consequence dependent on phase and
data being collected
Records data after the behavioral response
If Baseline or HELP Probe, refrains from implementing error
correction or providing assistance through prompts
Correctly presents verbal antecedent with behavior model
Gives client _____ seconds to respond
Delivers appropriate consequence dependent on phase and
data being collected
Records data after the behavioral response
If Baseline or HELP Probe, refrains from implementing error
correction or providing assistance through prompts
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Appendix D – Social Validity Survey

1. Did you believe that this study was beneficial for the participant?
1

2

3

4

5

Please explain:

2. Do you think it would be easy to continue the treatment given outside of
this study?
1

2

3

4

5

Please explain:

3. Do you think it is important to work on fine motor skills in a therapeutic
setting?
1

2

Please explain:

3

4

5
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